#NikoSlavnic

#HackMySchool

Start up Practice & Business School Theory have to create unicorn leaders together
SHIFT HAPPENS

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0eUeL3n7fDs
Learn?
MINUTES STEPS
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2.
Comfort
Where the magic happens

Your comfort zone
Create
Make your ideas fly.
#iedchack
Fail
FAIL CHEAP, FAIL FAST, FALL FORWARD
5
Speed²
#Hack
Venture
Almost everything you don't do has no good reason for it. Almost everything you don't do is the result of:

fear / inertia / lack of someone asking "Why not?"
#Hack your school:

Business schools are responsible for future unicorn leaders and should use entrepreneurial ecosystem collaboration better - as a source of inspiration, hub of innovations, more updated curriculum and live cases, but also as a potential revenue stream for professors & schools also.
Thank YOU!
niko.slavnic@gmail.com  +386 41 690 666
#ceeman2016
Your solution for customers is not the product!
GO
CREATE
CUSTOMERS
Disrupt
Accelerate
KEEP CALM AND PRESENT YOUR PITCH!!
Let's make better mistakes tomorrow.
STAY HUNGRY
STAY FOOLISH